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the Royal Academy of Sciences at Turin. It is interesting
to note that a foreign society had honoured him before he was
thirty years of age. The Italian scientific societies of that date
were particularly active, especially in electrical researches.
Joule published a short paper in 1848, extending his
conclusions on the nature of shooting stars. He calculates
that the friction of a meteorite of the size of a six-inch
cube entering the earth's atmosphere at a velocity of eighteen
miles per second will produce enough heat to raise 6,967,980
Ib. of water i° F.
Most of this heat will be given to the air, but if the stone
receives only one-hundredth, it will be melted and vapour-
ized. "The stone may be considered as placed in a blast of
intensely heated air." He writes that in the absence of the
atmosphere "no ordinary buildings could afford shelter from
very small particles striking at the velocity of eighteen miles
per second. Even dust flying at such a velocity would kill
any animal exposed to it.'7
At the Swansea Meeting of the British Association and
to the Manchester Society in 1848, Joule gave an excellent
statement on his views on the nature of heat and the dynami-
cal theory of gases. He writes that he has now accepted
Herapath's explanation of the pressure of gases as pro-
portional to the vis viva of its particles. Combining his
own theory of heat with Herapath's conception, and using
•491° F. as his latest estimate of the absolute zero of
temperature, he calculates that the velocity of a particle of
hydrogen gas is 6,225-54 feet per second at 60° F. and 30
inches barometric pressure. At 32° F. it will be 6,055
feet per second. These are the first calculations of the
mean speed of the particles of a gas, and agree closely with
the latest determinations. Joule explains that the mean
speeds of particles of water vapour, nitrogen, oxygen and
carbon dioxide are inversely proportional to the square root
of their specific gravities; so that an oxygen particle, being
sixteen times heavier than a hydrogen particle, will have a
quarter of its speed in order to produce the same pressure.
Hence the mean speed of an oxygen particle at 32° F. at
30 inches pressure will be 1,514 feet per second.

